Restaurants

Do try to make a reservation in advance except on tapas places!

>100 euros
* Àbac
  Two Michelin stars restaurant

* Passadís del Pep
  Lavish in fish

* 41º
  An experiment by Ferran Adrià. 41 dishes.

* Gaig
  Long standing well-deserved reputation

50-100 Euros
* Racò d'en Cesc
  Excellent traditional cuisine

* Alkimia
  non-trivial flavours from a great cook

* Can Vallès
  A true catalan excellent place.

* Cinc sentits
  Surprising

* Dos palillos
  Asian-Catalan fusion

* Tickets
  Again Ferràn Adrià offering over 100 of unbelievable mouth bites.

* Cuore
  Nice food, nice space.

20-50 Euros (depending on wine)

* El café de la Acadèmia
  Just a touch of sophistication. Always crowded.

* La Paradeta
  Point at your preferred fish and they cook it for you. Simple.

* Barceloneta
  Nice place for paella and fish

* Els cargols
  Have you ever tried snails? This is the place.

* Asador de Aranda
  Try Lechazo cooked in the oven

* Florentina
  If you want to try an old dish from El Quijote, go for duelos y quebrantos
Tapas

Too many places in bcn. Some are very tourist oriented.

* Cerveceria Catalana
  A good classic

* Lagunak
  Away from the center, a true vasc place

* Monvinic
  Sophisticated selections of wine and food.

* La Bodega de la Palma
  Usually less crowded than other turistic places

Going out away from monuments

* Gràcia
  A neighborhood of choice for Erasmus.

* Raval and Ciutat Vella
  Full of ethnic life

* Born
  Nice emerging grid of bars and restaurants from anywhere.

Music

* Taller de Musics
  Every night a different style (flamenco, jazz, salsa,...)

* Jamboree
  For jazz

Classical Music

* Palau de la Música
  Such a beautiful place!

* Auditori

* Liceu
  Opera House. They play La Sonnambula (Bellini)

Cocktails

* Boada
* Dry Martini
* Gimlet

Football

* Barça plays on Sunday Feb 2 against València in the stadium.
* They also play on Feb 9 in Sevilla.
* The tradition of watching games on bars covers all the city.